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ABSTRACT

Every year, all over the world, hundreds of calls for papers are submitted and hundreds of congresses take 
place, all of them devoted to some aspect of antiquity. With such an enormous amount of international 
activity, it is rather difficult, if not impossible, for an individual researcher, or a researching group, to 
keep in track of every single academic activity related to their specialty, not to say of general academic 
activities at international scale. It is a very common phenomenon listening to complains from students, 
young researchers or even consolidated ones about the lack of information on some activities they would 
have been interested in participating in. The members of this project have checked this experience, even 
personally, happening in different countries, always talking about classics and antiquity studies. Fasti 
Congressuum was born by and for students and researchers on Antiquity as an independent project and 
a tool against this situation.
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INTRODUCTION

Romans used to call fasti to chronologically organized records. Originally, fasti were the days in which 
public events were allowed: coming from fas, that which is legitimate in Gods’ eyes. So, Romans ex-
posed calendars in their cities with necessary instructions for daily life. Eventually, documents recording 
magistrates and most important events each year were also called fasti. These traditions are combined 
in order to name this project, Fasti Congressuum.

Every week, somewhere in the world, a congress, seminar, encounter, conference or workshop is hold, 
with a subject directly related with Antiquity. The interest generated by this period within the academic 
world leads to an exchange of ideas which is hard to track. Fasti Congressuum is born with the aim of 
becoming a useful tool for professionals, researchers, students and amateurs by compiling the greatest 
number of events as possible in a single calendar with two kinds of information: Call for Papers and 
Congress programs.

ORIGINS OF THE PROJECT

Every year, all over the world, hundreds of calls for papers are submitted and, consequently, hundreds of 
congresses take place, all of them devoted to some aspect of antiquity. With such an enormous amount 
of international activity, it is rather difficult, if not impossible, for an individual researcher, or even for 
a researching group, to keep in track of every single academic activity related to their specialty, not to 
say of the general calendar of academic activities at international scale.

Even at a more national or even local level, it is a very common phenomenon listening to complains 
from students, young researchers or even consolidated ones about the lack of information on some in-
teresting activities they would have been interested in participating. It is known that a congress is not 
only a proper place to show academic work but also it is the venue where social academic networks take 
place. So, it is a pity when scholars do not share their job not because they have other meetings to attend 
or they have academic duties, but also because they do not receive any information about the event.

The members of the present project have checked this recurrent experience, even personally, happen-
ing in different countries, always talking about classics and antiquity studies. By one hand researchers 
have to confront those difficulties, by the other they should be as much international as they can and 
they must try to share their work not only for researching reasons but also for receiving a better place 
and foundation in their home universities.

Up to now, the way of learning about Call for papers and Congresses was limited. Researchers have 
easy access to their own universities’ events via email and panels. In some well know universities such 
as Oxford or Sorbonne-Pantheon everyone can see posters of Congresses. In those universities, secretar-
ies play an essential role in diffusion receiving information about different events and promoting them 
through a common space online. Most of the universities do not forget to keep in touch with the most 
prestigious centers, but most of researchers work in middle and small universities, which are out of this 
chain of information.

In small and medium universities, only local and semi local information about Congresses reach to 
researchers. For example, it is quite easy to promote a national Congress between colleagues but external 
or foreign Congresses seem too far away.
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